
DIDIER MALIGE:  
FASHION’S CHEF DE COIFFURE

Katharine K. Zarrella interviewed legendary Didier Malige at his country  
house in Wainscott, New York.

‘With Didier [Malige], you never get what you bargained for,’ says pho-
tographer Bruce Weber, recalling a fashion shoot for UK Vogue back 
in the 80s. It was Weber’s first couture sitting for the magazine and his 
subject was an adolescent Talisa Soto. ‘Didier cut her hair like a boy’s. 
She was in tears but we all loved it and it became as well known as 
Dorothy Hamill’s haircut for the Winter Olympics.’ 

Malige didn’t intend to make his subject cry. Cutting edge just happens 
to be his thing. ‘I like when a woman can look masculine and feminine,’ 
he says. ‘I’m not attracted to doing hair like a Barbie doll. That’s not  
my style.’ The actress quickly recovered from her post-chop shock.

Didier Malige is the veritable Da Vinci of hair, a role he has played for 
over 40 years. He’s styled the catwalks of Yves Saint Laurent, Comme des 
Garçons, Proenza Schouler and Helmut Lang. He’s coiffed countless 
models for the covers of Vogue, i-D, Interview, GQ, Harpers Bazaar 
and beyond. And he’s sculpted the locks of everyone from Madonna 
to Gisele to Kate Moss into sometimes manic, sometimes elegant, 
but always intriguing ’dos. However, dressed in jeans, a smart white 
Oxford and a navy cardigan while relaxing in his Wainscott, New York 
country house, Malige is the utter antithesis of the stereotypical frou-
frou fashion hairdresser. Decidedly laid-back, Malige (whose own hair, 
by the way, is a lush mop of dusty grey) rarely seeks attention. When 
pressed to gloat about his accomplishments, he softly suggests that this 
journalist might learn more by talking to his friends. He seems kind and 
unassuming as he plays with Bart and Pumpkin, the two fluffy Persian 
cats he and his girlfriend of over 20 years, US Vogue creative director 
Grace Coddington, treat as their children. And after every sentence he 
speaks, an impish, childlike smile flashes across his face. ‘I like my cats 
very much,’ he says, gesturing to a wall lined with photos he’s snapped 
of his fiery-haired partner and their four-legged family. ‘It’s fun to take 
pictures of them.’

Perhaps this hobby evokes a touch of nostalgia for Malige. During 
his youthful days in Paris, which he spent running about a square near 
his home in the 9th arrondissement, firing off BB guns and causing his 
fair share of mischief (boys will be boys), the aspiring hairstylist began 

to practise his craft not on willing young ladies, but on a slew of furry 
little fellows that were under his mother’s care. ‘My mother was work-
ing as a veterinarian close to the place where we used to live and we 
always had cats and dogs. One of them had a lot of hair and I’d always 
groom him and make his hair bigger and bigger,’ recalls Malige, joking 
that this was long before the hyper-teased styles of the 80s.

It didn’t take Malige long to graduate from cat coifs to the manes 
of Parisian high society. As luck would have it, his mother was friendly 
with the Carita Sisters who, at the time, ran Paris’s premier salon. They 
brought Malige on board as an apprentice when he was only 15-years-
old. ‘I think it was really the greatest place to be at that time because 
you had many stars and many interesting people who were coming to 
that salon. Catherine Deneuve and her sister, Françoise Dorléac, would 
come in every two days. It was very, very alive. There were all kinds of 
beautiful women. I mean, maybe it was just the beauty of the women! 
I’ve never really analysed it before. But it was really a great place.’

At the Carita Sisters’ beauty factory, Malige worked with Paris’s 
most elite stylists who taught him not only how to ‘do’ hair, but also 
how to meticulously sculpt it into magnificent shapes. And while he 
didn’t have a specific mentor, he found himself constantly in awe of epic 
stylist Laurent Godefroid. ‘This guy was like a magician with hair,’ he 
recalls with a respectful spark in his eye. ‘I’ve never seen a person work-
ing like this. I mean, he was teasing everything. And he was creating 
something really beautiful.’ What Didier finds most impressive, how-
ever, is the fact that Godefroid and his contemporaries built mammoth 
up-dos without the tricks and shortcuts used by today’s stylists. ‘Now, 
you might do the front beautifully, but the back is all hairpins. But back 
then, you had to do everything from all angles because it wasn’t just for 
a picture, it was for real life.’

Even though the modest Malige admits to taking the occasional 
shortcut, he upholds the essence of this old-school artistry. Relying 
on his nimble hands rather than combs and brushes, he focuses on 
technique, instead of merely snipping and spraying to achieve a quick 
end result. This has made him one of the most sought-after stylists in  
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the industry. ‘Didier has a certain intelligence,’ says Coddington, who 
frequently enlists her boyfriend’s skills on her Vogue shoots, a collabo-
ration she lovingly describes as ‘tricky’ but always fruitful. ‘He really 
thinks it through. So many young hairdressers now don’t have the tech-
nical knowledge. There are few people like Didier. [He’s from] an older 
generation of hairdressers who really know about hair.’

After fine-tuning his skills at Carita, Malige caught the eye of Jean 
Louis David, who hired the young hairstylist as his assistant. Through 
this position, Malige not only discovered the fashion industry, but also 
met his close friend and frequent collaborator, Hans Feurer. ‘He’s one 
of the last great craftsman,’ says Feurer, who credits Malige with pio-
neering the crimp. ‘It must have been around ’68 and he made tiny little 
braids that the model slept in. The next morning she had this angel hair. 
I think he did something like 80 braids. It took him half the night and 
the girl was absolutely dead, but he wouldn’t give up. It just shows how 
totally engaged he is. He has a capacity of concentration and determina-
tion that is quite unique.’ Feurer adds, ‘He does it for the love of it. But 
at the same time he’s always involved emotionally and humanly with the 
people he works with. I don’t know anybody who doesn’t adore him.’

In the early 70s, after what Malige describes as ‘a very long time’ 
with Jean Louis David, he felt the urge to break out on his own. So he 
packed up his combs and moved to New York to begin his adventures 
as a solo stylist. Big City life was touch and go at first; in fact, Malige 
recalls that he was lucky to work one day a week. But this lull in his 
professional schedule afforded him the time to discover a second, quite 
unexpected passion: boxing.

Often joined by Jean-Paul Goude, the artist responsible for the iconic 
photograph of singer Grace Jones stretched into an impossible pose, 
Malige would slip on his terribly haute combat outfit of red shorts and 
white T-shirt and head to New York’s Gleason Gym. Always aiming to 
excel, he would battle brutes with far more experience than he. ‘They’d 
keep you in control. If you’d punch them, they’d punch you harder!’ he 
laughs, sitting next to Coddington on the couch. While the hairstyl-
ist claims that no one ever socked him to unconsciousness (side note: 
Coddington is sceptical this claim is true), he jokingly admits that his 
occasional receipt of stings and blows may have caused some ‘psycho-
logical damage.’ ‘He’s a very tough son of a gun,’ says Feurer, who has 
seen the hairstylist’s mental and physical strength endure on their many 
fishing trips, another anti-fashion passion of Malige’s. ‘He’s a very good 
fishing buddy of mine. We’ve gone to many places, like Panama and 
Costa Rica, to fish for marlin. And although he looks fairly frail and 
thin, this man is so tough. He never gives up. When anyone else would 
break down, he catches big fish.’

Thankfully, black eyes and satin shorts weren’t the only rewards 
Malige reaped from his boxing days. Bruce Weber, now Malige’s close 
friend and collaborator, was intensely impressed by his off-the-clock 
activities. ‘Once I discovered that Didier was both a great hairdresser 
and a boxer, I knew he was the right person to do the hair for my first 
feature film, ‘Broken Noses’. The opening scene shows Didier giving all 
the young rascals haircuts befitting any champion,’ says Weber.

The duo’s careers evolved almost simultaneously, or perhaps, symbi-
otically, as they came to dominate the 80s fashion scene. Weber recalls: 
‘We moved on to high and low fashion, spending most of our time in 
the old days traveling around the world. In Rio, we took photos that 
became a book that we’re both still proud of today, not just because it 
still holds up, but because it shows the experience of friends working 
so closely together.’ Malige smiles at the memories. ‘It was always an 
adventure working with Bruce, and I saw the 80s through his vision.’ 
Aside from buddy Bruce, Malige is known for his collaborations with 

the likes of Helmut Newton, Craig McDean, Inez and Vinoodh and 
Patrick Demarchelier – a truly all-star list of sharp-shooters. 

‘He’s a fantastic hairdresser; he reinvents himself all the time. He 
always ups the challenge with his styling,’ raves Demarchelier. But, 
after almost half a century in the biz, one might wonder how this inno-
vative industry veteran manages to remain at the tippy top of his game. 
For one, he’s fearless when it comes to his use of unconventional mate-
rials; he’s worked with everything from the standard Elnett spray to 
tree branches, and he’s even coated models’ heads with clay. Codding-
ton affirms that although he’s ‘quite old’, Malige is ‘very modern’, and 
his work always ‘comes from the person whose hair he’s doing, which 
makes it very strong.’

Malige, however, insists that his unrelenting success simply comes 
from the fact that he loves his job. ‘I like to do it. I mean, I can’t see my 
life without doing it.’

In the future, Malige hopes to compile a book showcasing his 
decades of groundbreaking hair. He’s always excited to work with new 
subjects, particularly actresses, and he plans to continue his side hobby 
– photographing Grace and their cats. But as far as ventures in the hair-
styling department, Malige admits, ‘I’m not that kind of visionary who 
says this is what I would like to do. I think pretty much everything has 
been done.’ But the key, he says, is to ‘just relax,’ a secret trick that has 
allowed him reinterpret what’s been done, and transform it into some-
thing distinctively Didier.

Didier Malige may not have the same following or fame as the lovely 
ladies he styles for the covers of fashion magazines. But let’s give credit 
where credit is due because, as Coddington puts it, ‘What’s a photo-
graph without hair?’
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‘I’m not attracted to doing hair like a Barbie doll.  
That’s not my style.’


